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Audio Track TwentyAudio Track TwentyAudio Track TwentyAudio Track Twenty----Nine: “Nine: “Nine: “Nine: “អងគយអងគយអងគយអងគយុុុុ េលងេលងេលងេលង” Conversation” Conversation” Conversation” Conversation    
q1. បអនូ មនរគួសរេហយេន?  Are you married yet? 
q2. អនកេរៀបករេហយរេឺន?    Are you married yet? 
  a1. េន    Not yet.  (see footnote 6) 
  a2. បទ  ខ ញំមុនរបពនធេហយ   Yes, I have a wife. 
  a3. ច៎ស  ខ ញំមុនបតេីហយ  Yes, I have a husband. 
q. បងេឈម ះអី?   What’s your name?  (see footnote 7) 
    a. ខ ញំេុឈម ះសខុ   My name is Sokha. 
q. មនបងបអនូ េនរសុកេរកេទ?  Do you have relatives abroad? 
    a. អតម់នេទ  No, I don’t have any. (see Grammar Note G.3) 
អេ៊នំ ទេីនះបុ៉នម នឆន េំហយ?  How long have you lived here? 

Track TwentyTrack TwentyTrack TwentyTrack Twenty----Seven through TwentySeven through TwentySeven through TwentySeven through Twenty----Nine FootnotesNine FootnotesNine FootnotesNine Footnotes    
1. Rural Khmer homes are elevated; the area under the house is used for storage 
or for keeping animals, hence the “come up into the house”. 
2. When េលង is added to verbs, it usually means “to do [verb] for fun” (remember 
េដរ េលង , “taking a walk” in Chapter One?). 

Be a good visitor: al-ways take off your shoes when you enter a Khmer home! 
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3. When you visit a Cambodians, this is usually the first question you’ll be asked.  
And there’s a reason why we’re not yet telling you how to say “I already ate” 
here!  See Culture Note C.1, and Culture Note C.3 also (for a discussion of verbs 
meaning “to eat”). 
4. នក ់is the “classifier” for humans.  To find out what this means, see Grammar 
Note G.1. 
5. It’s assumed in Khmer culture that everyone will eventually have kids.  If you’re 
past the age of 20 and don’t have any—especially if you’re married—Cambodians 
will be curious as to why, and they’ll come right out and ask you like this.  If you 
don’t have kids and don’t plan to, you’re going to have to get used to this and 
come up with a stock way to answer such questions.  You’ve been warned! 
6. Okay, this single word is also the way to answer the “did you eat yet” question, 
which uses the same form as this question.  For an explanation of this structure, 
see Grammar Note G.2. 

Audio Track Thirty: More Kinship TermsAudio Track Thirty: More Kinship TermsAudio Track Thirty: More Kinship TermsAudio Track Thirty: More Kinship Terms  (see Culture Note C.2) (see Culture Note C.2) (see Culture Note C.2) (see Culture Note C.2)    
កនូ  child(ren) 
េច  grandchild(ren) 
អ ៊    ំ old uncle or aunt 
ត   grandfather 
យយ   grandmother 
កមយួ     nephew / niece 

ជដនូី មួយ   first cousin 

ឪពកុមត យ  parents 
ឪែម៉    parents (only used to 
refer to / address one’s own 
parents 

ប៉ម៉ក ់ Phnom Penh version  
of the previous term 
បងរបុស  older brother 
បងរសី   older sister 
បអនូ របុស  younger brother 
បអនូ រសី  younger sister 
បត ី  husband 
របពនធ   wife 
សងសរ  girlfriend / boyfriend 
េរៀបករ  to get married 


